
Here is where to get Dos Box: 

http://www.dosbox.com/download.php?main=1 

Here is how to get to DOS from DOS Box:  

Running DOS with 64 bit Windows 7 or 8 system 

Click on “open dos box” 

Type: mount c c:\x (enter). 

 

IT will go back to z:  

Type c: (enter) This will take you to the c drive…. At this point you are in DOS in the sub-folder x, even if 

it doesn’t show it as being in “x”.   

 

To check this type “dir” to make sure that your x folder is loaded and ready to go, by seeing your .cmd 

and .exe files in it.  If not then type cd x: enter.  And do another dir enter and make sure.   

Then you can run the dos .exe files, but NOT edit.  You must edit files in Notepad or something like that.   

http://www.dosbox.com/download.php?main=1


But before you start editing files, see below to make sure your files are in the correct format:   

1. Also before you begin take all your files and make sure they are converted to the SIR-10 format.  

This can be done in GPR Process in the initial step of the program that converts SIR-2000 data to 

SIR-10 data.  Or if you have Mala, S&S or SIR-4000 data you must do this in a batch using GPR 

Viewer (see instructions for that program) and then make sure they are all re-named correctly.  

There is a batch re-name program that is free on-line for this at: 

http://www.bulkrenameutility.co.uk 

2. Then I have a folder on my c drive that I put all the .exe files and my data files after they have 

been renamed.  I call it “x”, but you can call it anything you want.  That is where the x came from 

in the mount c c:\x command above.  If you have not created it already before that command 

above, your computer will be very confuses. 

3. There is one program that you will use all the time.  It is called GPR_proc.exe.  It takes .cmd files 

(command files) to run.  I have included two .cmd files, one called freq.cmd.  Open it up in 

Notepad and it will look like this: 

http://www.bulkrenameutility.co.uk/


 



 

See here that I am going to process 26 files together in batch.  I have the originals as file101.dzt etc, and 

then am creating new files (also that will go in “x” folder, called file201.dzt etc.  You can edit this file to 

create more or less files as you wish. 



The other part of this, which we are using here is the frequency filtering.  There is a low and high 

frequency cut-off (in this case for 400 MHz data.  This program can also do much more such as 

smoothing, changing the gains, stacking, background removal and more.  We no longer use most of 

these, as they have been incorporated into GPR Viewer.  

So once you have edited this .cmd file save it back to “x” folder and you are ready to process. 

You then make sure you are in “x” in the DOS box and type this:  GPR_proc.exe freq.cmd (enter) 

 

It will then start going and the menu will look like this, as it is working.  

 

Then when it is done you will have 26 new files (in the case here) that are frequency filtered and will be 

used for new data processing. 

Note here on how to use this same program to do “migration”.    Again in notepad take that command 

file and take out the equal signs for the frequency filtering lines and make sure that they are placed in 

on the line that is wind_forgrnd_rem.  See below:   



 

Then making sure that the .dzt files that you wish to process are correct just like in frequency filtering, 

and that they output files are different (so you don’t destroy and replace the originals).  Save this .cmd 

file under a new name in the same folder as the raw .dzt files.  This one I show above I named 

forea.cmd. 

Then go back to the DOS box window that should still be open and at the c: prompt type  

GPR_proc.exe forea.cmd 

It will run and do the “migration” for all the files chosen and create new ones.  You can open up those 

new .dzt files in GPR Viewer and see if this migration was done correctly.  If not, then change the 

number in wind_forgrnd_rem.  Higher or lower depending on the number of traces that the program 

will go out and search for hyperbola axes to remove.  

 

 

 


